
BRAND GUIDE



Brand Guide - Introduction

Hope for Justice’s brand is a vital part of how we 
are seen by the world, and how our supporters 
and partners connect with us. Effective brands 
evolve to stay in touch and stay relevant in a 
changing world, and they are consistent across 
everything an organisation does.

Brand consistency fosters brand recognition, and brand 
recognition increases donor retention, supporter engagement 
and sign-ups. A strong, consistent brand also helps cement our 
reputation as a credible and authoritative organisation for our 
public and private partners, and corporate clients.

We want Hope for Justice staff, volunteers, fundraisers and 
supporters to relate to our brand and to be contagious brand 
ambassadors who share our message, attract new followers, 
and reinforce fundraising and donor retention programmes.

We want the movement that powers Hope for Justice to identify 
with our brand and even take ownership of it, amplifying our 
storytelling, design, films, and all of our other output. 

This Brand Guide will explain exactly how to use the Hope for 
Justice brand, how to represent us, and will provide you with 
easy access to all the resources and templates you need, so you 
can be confident you are using correctly branded materials.
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Our Vision

Our vision is:

To live in a world 
free from slavery.

We use our vision as our shared ‘why’. It 
explains why we are in this fight and the 

ambition at the heart of our movement. It 
represents why we do what we do, and why 
we fight as hard as can, and why we refuse 

to ever give up.



Our Vision

Correct usage:
Our vision is to live in a world free from slavery.
This work brings us one step closer to achieving 
our vision: to live in a world free from slavery.
Our vision: To live in a world free from slavery.
We want/ask/desire/demand/work to live in a 
world free from slavery.

Incorrect usage:
Our vision is to end / see the end of (human) 
trafficking in our generation / lifetime
Our vision is to live in a world free of slavery



Our Mission

Our mission is:

We exist to bring an end to 
modern slavery by rescuing 
victims, restoring lives, and 

reforming society.

We use our mission as our ‘what’ and our 
‘how’, to explain how we work towards 
our vision, what it will mean in practice, 
and the steps we are taking to get there. 

Internally, we can refer to these 
 as the ‘3 Rs’.



Our Mission

Rescuing
Rescuing refers to our work to remove a victim 
of human trafficking from exploitation or 
profound vulnerability to exploitation, including 
the associated research, referrals, intelligence-
gathering, meetings, contacts, operations, 
partnerships and collaboration. 

Restoring
Restoring refers to our work to reduce and 
eliminate a person’s vulnerability to trafficking, 
to give them new life opportunities and to help 
them recover from the trauma they may have 
suffered. This involves direct work with the client, 
and indirect work on their behalf through contact 
with services such as housing and welfare. It also 
means helping them seek prosecutions and civil 
compensation.

Reforming
Reforming refers to our work to tackle modern 
slavery at the strategic level and its source, by 
working with governments to change legislation 
and policy, with businesses to change their 
attitudes and supply chains, and with the general 
public to raise awareness and alter their behavior 
as consumers.



Our Positioning Statement

Our positioning statement is:

Change lives. 
End slavery.



Our Positioning Statement

We use our positioning statement as our 
‘call to action’, summarising in a powerful 

and participatory way both our stance 
and how our supporters and potential 

supporters can act.  
 

It is an active statement of intent.



Culture, Beliefs and Values

Our culture 
describes the 
way we work: 
the combined 
values, belief and 
personality of the 
organisation.
Our beliefs speak to the culture 
of the organisation and the 
way we go about delivering our 
mission and vision: the way 
we interact with each other 
and the outside world, and the 
shared behaviours that will get 
us there.

This broader sense of identity 
is critical for new audiences to 
anchor into our brand. To grow 
a healthy brand, every team 
member and every supporter 
needs to identify with these 
culture statements.

Our culture influences our 
wider tone of voice and brand 
personality: positive, profes-
sional and together.



Culture, Beliefs and Values

We believe freedom is worth the fight

We believe justice is non-negotiable

We refuse to abandon the least, the last and the lost

We choose to challenge apathy with action

We choose to greet cynicism with hope

We are purposeful, passionate and pioneering

We are Hope for Justice



Our Core Values - H.O.P.E.

Honouring
Our positive approach and energy inspires others 
to act and to stand up for others. Our passion 
inspires hundreds of thousands of people around 
the world to get involved and help change lives 
every year. Everyone here ‘tests positive for Hope 
for Justice’, with our values, vision, mission and 
brand running through their veins! We recognise 
and honour the work of colleagues, partners, 
supporters and friends. We build each other up 
and celebrate what we want to replicate.

Open
Our ability to impact society lives or dies with 
our integrity. We commit to being transparent 
about our programmes while respecting 
the confidentiality of survivors. We strive 
to be accurate with our reporting and avoid 
exaggerating or sensationalising statistics, stories, 
facts or figures. We are dedicated to being honest 
and professional with our clients. We will share 
our expertise and experience with teammates, 
partner organisations and the wider world.



Our Core Values - H.O.P.E.

Professional
We are recognised for our expertise in 
everything we do – from training, investigating, 
rescuing, advocating and providing aftercare, to 
fundraising, campaigning and raising awareness. 
We know the processes and have well-considered 
strategies upon which we are building an 
organisation to end to slavery. We’re action-
oriented and use our expertise to deliver tangible 
and positive change.

Empowering
The scale of modern slavery is vast but we won’t 
be paralysed by the challenge. We know that 
when we all do something, we have the power 
to change everything. Slavery is not inevitable. 
Through sensible, long-term programmes we can 
create a world where everyone is free. Our shared 
commitment to what we do inspires us to do our 
best each day.



HELP

DESCRIPTION

Our Logo

1.01 
Logo

This is the full Hope for Justice logo. 
If using the logo at a size below 40mm/1.5 inches/473 pixels in 
length, use the version of the logo without the strapline. Do not 
distort or ‘squash’ the dimensions.

All versions of the logo are available to download, simply click the 
dark grey button at the bottom of this page.

HOPE FOR JUSTICE LOGO

A.  
In the main Hope for Justice logo, the bird is 
white. In alternate versions, the bird is hollow.

B.  
The colour of the wording ‘ Hope for Justice’ and ‘Change lives. End slavery.’ 
is dependent on the background:  
Light backgrounds = HFJ Black; Dark backgrounds = White.

BA

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


IMPORTANT

DESCRIPTION

Our Logo

1.02 
Logo Variations

Logo usage may vary, so there 
are alternate versions for photo 
backgrounds and dark backgrounds or 
single colour versions.

‘Hope for Justice’ should not be abbreviated (for example HFJ or 
H4J) except when absolutely necessary, such as in a filename. 

HOPE FOR JUSTICE LOGO ALTERNATES - PHOTO BACKGROUND HOPE FOR JUSTICE LOGO ALTERNATES - DARK BACKGROUND

An alternate logo, with a hollow bird, is to be 
used in either White, HFJ Light Grey, HFJ Dark 
Grey or HFJ Black depending on the background 
image.

Where possible, on a dark background use the main logo with red button 
and white bird with white text. Other alternatives include the solid color 
logo, with hollow bird, to be used in white, HFJ Light Grey, HFJ Dark Grey or 
HFJ Black.



DESCRIPTION

Our Logo

1.03 
Clearspace

Clearspace is the minimum amount of 
space around the logo into which no 
other object should infringe.

To work out the clearspace take the height of the logo and divide 
it in half. (Clearspace = Height /2)

HELP

MINIMUM CLEAR ANCE

A. 

The clearspace is 50% the height of the logo.

B.

The clearspace is 50% the height of the logo.

Note:

The same ruling applies to all variants of the Hope for Justice, Abolition 
Groups, Church Partnerships and Cambodia project logos.

A

B



DESCRIPTION

HELP

Our Logo

Only for use where the Hope for Justice brand is well understood 
by the audience or where the full logo clearly precedes it.

1.04 
The Bird Icon

The Bird Icon is predominantly used 
as a small ‘tag’ to identify the Hope for 
Justice brand. Suitable for internal uses.

THE HOPE FOR JUSTICE BIRD ICON

To avoid clashes of colour, the Bird Icon should 
only be used in white, HFJ Light Grey, HFJ Dark 
Grey  or HFJ Black.

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


DESCRIPTION

Colours

These are the core, primary colours of Hope for Justice.

HELP

HFJ RED HFJ BL ACK & TONES WHITE

2.01 
Primary Colour Palette

The palette has three main colours; the 
lead colour is ‘HFJ Red’. 

75% 40% 20%

1% 98% 100% 1% 
211 / 22 / 22 
#D31616 
1852 2X

60% 53% 49% 79% 
34 / 31 / 31 
#221F1F 
419

CMYK 
RGB 
Hex 

Pantone©

CMYK 
RGB 
Hex 

Pantone©

CMYK 
RGB 
Hex 

Pantone©

0% 0% 0% 0% 
255 / 255 / 255 
#FFFFFF 
White



DESCRIPTION

Colours

HFJ BLUE

HFJ DARK GREY

HFJ GREEN

HFJ LIGHT GREY

HFJ OR ANGE

CMYK 
RGB 
Hex 

Pantone©

CMYK 
RGB 
Hex 

Pantone©

2.02 
Secondary Colour Palette

These are the secondary colours, including our Abolition Group 
branding and key ‘website call-to-action’ colours.

HELP

To keep all elements ‘within brand’, this 
is a secondary level palette.

76% 41% 0% 0% 
50 / 133 / 220 
#3285DC 
285

54% 43% 40% 17% 
109 / 110 / 112 
#6D6E70 
431

72% 0% 85% 0% 
20 / 202 / 97 
#14CA61 
360

4% 2% 2% 0% 
242 / 242 / 242 
#F2F2F2 
Cool Gray 1

0% 45% 96% 0% 
247 / 148 / 29 
#f7941d 
1375

Red is our call-to-action, join the 
movement colour - it’s active, 
youthful and filled with passion. It 
is used when we want to draw in 
potential new supporters. 

Blue is the colour for information 
and professionalism, lending 
itself to reports and material for  
government agencies.



Fonts & Typography

USED GLYPHS

OPEN SANS REGUL AR

OPEN SANS BOLD

OPEN SANS ITALIC

OPEN SANS BOLD ITALIC

3.01 
Open Sans Font

Regular

Bold
Italic

Bold Italic

Font Name

Open Sans
Download

www.fontsquirrel.
com/fonts/open-sans

Classification

Sans Serif

P
R
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A

R
Y
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SE

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


Fonts & Typography

USED GLYPHS

OPEN SANS EX TR A BOLD

OPEN SANS LIGHT - CAPS ( TR ACKING 100)

OPEN SANS SEMIBOLD

X. Bold

LIGHT

Semibold

3.01 
Open Sans Font

USAGE GUIDE

Open Sans is our primary font. It is our ‘go-to’ font 
and will always be the main-body text in letters, 
emails and reports, etc.



USED GLYPHS

Fonts & Typography

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY REGUL AR

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY BOLD

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY ITALIC

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY BOLD ITALIC

3.02 
Playfair Display Font

Regular

Bold

Italic

Bold Italic

Font Name

Playfair Display
Download

www.fontsquir-
rel.com/fonts/play-
fair-display
Classification

Serif

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


USED GLYPHS

Fonts & Typography

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY BL ACK

PL AYFAIR DISPL AY BL ACK ITALIC

Black

Black Italic

3.02 
Playfair Display Font

USAGE GUIDE

Playfair Display is our serif font, to be used as an 
alternative to Open Sans as a title font for formal 
letters and invites and only on a case by case 
basis. The main body of any text will always be 
Open Sans. 

P
R

IM
A

R
Y
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SE



USED GLYPHS

Fonts & Typography

CALIBRI LIGHT

CALIBRI ITALIC

CALIBRI REGUL AR

3.03 
Back-up font: Calibri

Light

Italic

Regular

Font Name

Calibri

This font should be 
already installed on 
your / any machine. If 
there are any issues, 
please contact 
Comms team.

Classification

Sans Serif

P
R

IM
A

R
Y

 U
SE



USED GLYPHS

Fonts & Typography

CALIBRI BOLD

CALIBRI BOLD ITALIC

Bold

Bold Italic

3.03 
Back-up font: Calibri

USAGE GUIDE

Calibri is our ‘back-up’ generic font, to be used 
when the primary font is unavailable.



DESCRIPTION

Fonts & Typography

INTRODUCTION

3.05 
Type Hierarchy

BC — Body Copy

The main font–size used in any 
printed document will be 12pt. This 
is known as the body–copy. Do 
not write overly long lines, aim for 
around 45–90 characters.

H2 — Headline 2

This is a versatile font–size. It can 
be used for page headers, section 
headers and even small sections of 
type. (I.e. indents & quotes).

H1 — Headline

H1 is the largest header font–size. It’s 
great for short lined page headers.

T4 — Title 4

This is the most versatile title font–
size. At 40pt it can be used on a range 
of media. It is square set meaning the 
line-spacing and font-size are equal 
making it ideal when running across 
1 or more lines.

T1 — Title

This is the largest of the title 
font-sizes. Use sparingly — only a 
couple of words per page. This is 
used on our website.

The typographic hierarchy is saved as a paragraph style and can 
be edited/viewed by going Window > Style > Paragraph Styles 

Hope for Justice
C 
Open Sans Light  
10pt Type / 12pt Leading

Hope for Justice
BC 
Open Sans Regular  
12pt Type / 14pt Leading

Hope for Justice
H1 
Open Sans Semibold 
20pt Type / 24pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T5 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Bold 
30pt Type / 36pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T4 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Black 
40pt Type / 48pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T1 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Black 
120pt Type / 100pt Leading



Fonts & Typography

Hope for Justice
C 
Open Sans Light  
10pt Type / 12pt Leading

Hope for Justice
BC 
Open Sans Regular  
12pt Type / 14pt Leading

Hope for Justice
H1 
Open Sans Semibold 
20pt Type / 24pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T5 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Bold 
30pt Type / 36pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T4 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Black 
40pt Type / 48pt Leading

Hope for Justice
T1 
Open Sans Bold / Playfair Display Black 
120pt Type / 100pt Leading

RESOURCES

HIER ARCHY

“A typographic hierarchy expresses an 
organizational system for content, emphasizing 
some data and diminishing others. A hierarchy 
helps readers scan a text, knowing where to 
enter and exit and how to pick and choose 
among its offerings. Each level of the hierarchy 
should be signalled by one or more cues, applied 
consistently across a body of text. A cue can be 
spatial (indent, line spacing, placement on page) 
or graphic (size, style, color of typeface). Infinite 
variations are possible.”
Thinking with Type 
http://papress.com/thinkingwithtype/text/hierarchy



Iconography

A pictogram is 
an ideogram 
that conveys its 
meaning through 
its pictorial 
resemblance to a 
physical object. 
— wiki/Pictogram



DESCRIPTION

Iconography

Pictograms are often used in writing 
and graphic systems. They can 
help make your presentation more 
appealing.

4.01 
Icons & Pictograms

If you need to use any of our icons, please get in touch:  
media@hopeforjustice.org

HELP



Photography & Client Protection

DESCRIPTION

Our photography 
is absolutely 
critical. 
We should always aim to 
use positive, uplifting and 
inspiring images that are 
‘real’ -  avoiding the use of 
obvious ‘clean-cut’, over-dram-
atised, depressing or sad 
models often associated with 
our line of work. Images need 
to relate to the areas we work 
in or represent.
Please check all artwork and photography with 
the Communications team before sending to 
print or distributing externally by emailing  
media@hopeforjustice.org

5.01 
Generic & Stock Images 

Images should be downloaded in the highest possible resolution. 
For print they should be saved at 300dpi.

HELP



Photography & Client Protection

DESCRIPTION

Photographs should not be taken of clients without a completed 
Consent Form. These images need to be approved before use.

HELP

5.02 
Images of Clients

Under no circumstances 
should photographs or 
footage be taken of any 
client, their whereabouts or 
location, without express 
written permission by the 
appropriate members of 
staff and a complete consent 
form by the client. If you’re 
not sure who to ask contact 
media@hopeforjustice.org

There should be no elements 
within the photographs that 
make the subject identifiable 
(e.g. eyes, tattoos, specific 
jewellery, written names ,etc). 
Don’t forget to have the final 
images signed off by your 
Programmes Director or the 
person they’ve deputised.

Any photographs, footage 
or images used in breach of 
these requirements will be 
immediately removed.



Tone of Voice

Our work brings us into contact with people 
and organisations from all walks of life, and 
from all over the world.
We cannot have a single way of talking to everyone, and we 
instinctively adopt different forms of address and choices of 
words when dealing with each other, with supporters and the 
various other audiences.

But there are certain aspects of our ‘personality’ and 
general tone that are constant:

• We are authoritative, professional, experts in our field

• We are not the heroes, we are part of a movement

• For our supporters, we are close friends, not distant 
friends

• We are supportive and thankful

• We do not criticize partners nor undermine others’ work, 
but we are honest on issues of policy

• Our language is human and friendly, but not 
inappropriately informal, so we generally avoid emojis, slang 
and in-jokes in public communications.

Our global language is British English, reflecting the presence of 
our global headquarters in the UK. 

But communications aimed principally at citizens of other 
countries will be adapted and localised to ensure it connects 
with people as powerfully as possible.



When representing Hope for Justice
The nature of our work means we are careful about who 
represents us publicly. The CEO will often be the most 
appropriate spokesman on camera and in print when talking 
about our work in general for a public audience. Our programme 
and country directors, and legal director, can talk about our 
work in general when the CEO is unavailable, or when the issue 
is relevant to their department (e.g. specific operations, specific 
legal matters). In other circumstances, members of the Commu-
nications team may be appropriate spokespeople.

When talking directly to supporters
The appropriate spokesperson will be the CEO when available 
and for high-level messaging, and senior members of the 
Executive team, Partnerships and Communications teams in 
other circumstances. Occasionally it will be appropriate for a 
member of Programmes to communicate directly.

At events
Who represents us at an event will depend on the context, but 
could be anyone from the executive team, Partnerships, Commu-
nications or Programmes, or indeed any member of staff.

Tone of Voice



Social Media

For many supporters, social media will be their main 
contact with Hope for Justice. We use social media 
platforms to engage, to inform, to connect, to campaign, 
to celebrate and, sometimes, to ask.
We want our supporters to feel part of our work and to understand what we do, and we want 
them to share our messages and news with their wider networks and their friends. This grows 
brand awareness for Hope for Justice, and gives us the opportunity to convert bystanders into 
supporters.

It is important for our messaging to be varied and to be attention-grabbing. Constant self-promo-
tion or requests for money, for example, would quickly see all our positive trends on social media 
growth go into reverse.

Facebook 
Posting frequency is roughly one post per day, and will virtually always be based around a video, 
photograph(s), or a link with associated image. Facebook is where we see the most engagement 
and themost overall reach. It means our brand and messages are appearing alongside those of 
people’s close real-life friends, which is ideal. It’s perfect for letting people know about rescues, 
stories, important events, big dates, campaigns, visits, job postings, partners’ successes, and 
media appearances.

Twitter
Tweets have a famously short shelf life, but Twitter is a great platform for its immediacy. People 
use it to find out what is happening in the world around them, so it’s great for posting news, for 
thank you messages and shout-outs to partners, friends and supporters (the @ function is perfect 
for this), and for highlighting stories in the media that affect our mission. It’s also good for linking 
people to our website and posts on other platforms, and for immediate updates from events 
where we’re appearing or speaking.



Instagram
Instagram is great for inspiring supporters with great imagery and attractive design, and for short, 
punchy videos. It is best for general awareness-raising since it is a ‘closed ecosystem’ that does 
not make it easy to link audiences through to our websites or other social platforms. Engagement 
tends to happen very fast – the vast majority of Likes and Comments are clustered in the couple of 
hours after posting, while posts on Facebook, by contrast, continue to win engagement for 24-48 
hours after.

LinkedIn
No good for imagery or videos, but with audiences in a professional, corporate frame of mind 
when using it, good for promoting our business-facing services (e.g. Slavery in the Supply Chain), 
for job postings and for our strategic-level work with governments and key influencers.

We encourage everyone who works for Hope for Justice to use their 
personal social media accounts to amplify, reiterate and spread the core 
messages of the organisation and their own personal ‘why’. 
This should always be done in line with the Social Media Policy. Often, members of the Commu-
nication team will highlight particular campaigns that need the widest audience possible, and 
recommend messages or statements that can be shared or personalised.

Social Media



Film & Client Protection

DESCRIPTION

Please keep the 
Communications 
team informed of 
any and all filming 
taking place. 

6.01 
Filming Guidelines

All films will be produced by our in-house Communications team. 
Please email media@hopeforjustice.org for more info

HELP

Video is a powerful medium for inspiring a 
movement of people. Though the issue and 
impact on lives by modern slavery are harsh, we 
intend to move people’s hearts by focusing on 
hope, not guilt. 
We will use video to inspire old and new audiences, thank 
our supporters, educate people on our work and the issue of 
modern slavery, promote our services and events and to show 
the actions of a movement of every day people who want to live 
in a world free from slavery.

If you have an idea of how we as an organisation could use video 
to further our work, please get in touch with the Comms team.

For anyone on the frontline of either our supporters or survivors 
please keep you antennas up for opportunites to capture 
moments on your smart phones and send footage through to 
media@hopeforjustice.org.



Film & Client Protection

6.01 
Filming Guidelines

DRESS CODE
Please make sure your dress code reflects our professional approach to our work. There are 
many organisations and individuals paying close attention to the messages we share. At a bare 
minimum, men should wear an open collar shirt and if available a tie, suit jacket or similar. Women 
should ensure their clothing is smart and professional. Those members of staff in senior/executive 
positions should wear a suit jacket when filming.

FILMING GUIDE
If you are asked to film a ‘selfie’ video on your smartphone:

- Turn your phone sideways so as to film in landscape, not portrait

- Pay attention to the background: keep it tidy & looking professional.

- Try and film in a quiet space to minimise background noise

- If possible, face a window to utilise the natural light to highlight your best features!

PREPERATION 
Give yourself some time to prepare your message that you’ve been asked to share. We want you to 
come across as positive and confident. Preparation helps.

SENDING US THE FOOTAGE
When sending footage back to the Comms team from your phone, please download it onto your 
computer first and then send the file. Sending it directly from your phone will compress the file 
and reduce the quality of the footage, potentially making it unusable. If you need help, contact the 
Comms team.



 

Hope for Justice 
PO BOX 299, Manchester, M22 2BQ 

0845 519 7402  |  hopeforjustice.org  |  info@hopeforjustice.org 
 

Registered England and Wales charity number 1126097. Registered Scottish charity number SC045769.  
A company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales, number 6563365. Registered office: 37 Market Square, Witney, Oxfordshire, OX28 6RE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HELP

DESCRIPTION

Stationery Templates

Letterhead files are supplied as Word Docs and PDFs, ready for 
you to print. Download them below.

6.01 
Letterhead

UK & Intl.
 Dimensions 
210 x 297mm

Weight 
120gsm

US
 Dimensions 
8.5 x 11 inches

Weight 
81lb

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


GUIDE

Stationery Templates

6.03 
Useful Stationery

From time to time you may wish to create your own documents. 
When doing so, use the font Open Sans (or if unavailable, Calibri) 
and place the full Hope for Justice logo in the top left corner / left 
aligned header.

If the document is being sent / used externally, please make sure 
to include our web address, and country-specific info@ email 
address, postal address and phone number, centrally aligned in 
the footer.

- Contact your local administrators for new business cards.

- Please ‘justify’ text in all documents.

If at any point you are uncertain what to do, please contact 
media@hopeforjustice.org for assistance.

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


Stationery Templates

HELP

DESCRIPTION

Further questions or needs

If you require films, photographs or 
graphics to be made or if you have 
any questions, contact  
media@hopeforjustice.org

Presentation

 
We have set up a simple 
presentation template for you to 
make immediate use of in various 
formats. You will be able to adjust 
and amend each of the various 
screens to suit your need.

This is the basic presentation template, for further advice please 
email media@hopeforjustice.org

6.04 
Presentation Templates

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1


Email Template

7.00 
Email Footers

DESCRIPTION

Email Footer Plan

The email footer should contain 
everything someone would need 
to recognise Hope for Justice as a 
charity, the person as an authority 
in the charity and affirm any other 
useful details such as contact 
telephone numbers / web address

Note 
Include Mobile phone details only if 
necessary.

Out of Office Replies

Please use the following for out of 
office replies:

Thank you for your email. I am 
out of the office until [DATE], with 
limited or no access to emails, and 
will respond on my return. For 
urgent enquiries, contact [LINE 
MANAGER EMAIL]

Full Name 
Position

Hope for Justice, PO Box 299, Manchester, M22 2BQ 
T: 0845 519 7402    M: 07XXX XXXXXX    W: hopeforjustice.org

Registered England and Wales charity number 1126097. Registered Scottish charity number SC045769. A company 
limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales, number 6563365. Registered office: 37 Market Square, Witney, 
Oxfordshire, OX28 6RE. 
 
This email, and emails continued from it, including attachments is for the intended recipient only. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
delete this email and any attachments and notify the sender. You may not present this message or any part of it to 
another party without consent from the sender.

https://hfj.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=uXCXDm/NGrasHWEdKfOomPKOBAqlmIB4Lg0H26XyVb0=&folderid=2_030ccf7341ae84597bb18da8ff8d71286&rev=1
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For further questions email us at: media@hopeforjustice.org

ONLINE

www.hopeforjustice.org 
info@hopeforjustice.org
 
TELEPHONE

UK: (+ 44) 0845 519 7402 
US: (+ 1) 615 356 0946
 
ADDRESS

Hope for Justice UK 
P.O. BOX 5527, 
Manchester, M61 0QU

Hope for Justice US 
P.O. Box 50165, 
Nashville, TN 37205

Hope for Justice Norge 
AS Postboks 246 Sentrum, 
4002 Stavanger, Norge

mailto:media@hopeforjustice.org



